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THIS IS TRIMBLE
Trimble is a world leader in providing advanced, position-centric products, services and solutions to industrial,
commercial and professional customers. Our products and services enable our users to achieve greater productivity,
convenience and safety and, in many cases, to do things they couldn’t do before.

OUR MARKETS
Market/Segments

% of Revenue

Engineering & Construction
Surveying

• GPS, optical, robotic and mechanical total stations
• Digital levels and theodolites
• Data collectors and field computers
• Field and office software
• Data communication solutions
• Machine guidance systems
• Automatic blade control systems
• Data communication solutions
• GPS reference networks
• Laser and optical positioning and alignment tools

Infrastructure
Construction Instruments

• GPS field data collectors
• Field and office software

Agriculture Water Management

Timing

Mobile Workforce Management

Military

• Utility companies
• Natural resource agencies
• Local, state and federal government agencies
• Farmers

• Manual and automated steering systems for
tractors and other farm machines
• Laser- and GPS-based grade control systems
for irrigation and draining

• Farmers
• Agricultural contractors

• Stand-alone GPS chipsets
• Embedded silicon and companion firmware
• Modules supplying position, velocity, & time
• Measurement platform modules supplying
raw GPS measurement data
• CDMA base station sync modules
• Time and frequency boards and instruments

• Automobile tier-one suppliers
• Portable appliance manufacturers
• Automobile tier-one suppliers
• Asset management integrators
• Security device suppliers
• Wireless infrastructure providers
• Wireless location solution providers

• Mobile communication devices combining wireless
and GPS
• Internet-delivered fleet management application
services
• Mobile communication devices combining wireless
and GPS
• Internet-delivered wireless workforce productivity
application services

• Trucking, ready mix cement, refuse, and
other local fleet operators
• Construction contractors
• Government fleet operators
• Commercial vehicle and equipment
owners
• Sales, service, and delivery businesses

• Mobile computing hardware
• Field and office application software

• Surveyors
• Utility companies
• Natural resource agencies
• U.S. Department of Defense
• Allied ministries of defense
• Defense contractors
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Security

Portfolio Business
Tripod Data Systems

• Earthmoving contractors
• Construction contractors
• Transportation agencies
• Governmental agencies
• General construction contractors
• Utility contractors
• Wall and ceiling contractors
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OEM (Modules)

Mobile Solutions
Fleet Management

• Surveyors
• Civil engineers
• Construction contractors
• Transportation agencies
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Agriculture Vehicle Guidance

Component Technologies
OEM (Silicon Integration)

Typical Customers

66

Machine Control

Field Solutions
Mapping & GIS

Representative Products
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• GPS receivers for military operations—
surface, airborne and the digital battlefield
• Military time and frequency boards

LETTER

TO

SHAREHOLDERS AND EMPLOYEES

Trimble’s challenge in 2002 was to
improve in an uncertain environment. We
responded to the immediate circumstances
and continued to build the foundations for
long-term growth and profitability.

Operating income in the second half,
before the effects of intangible amortization,
was the highest for any six-month period in
Trimble’s history.

Looking Back
In our 2001 letter, we defined the factors
that would determine success in 2002. Let me begin by reviewing our performance against those factors.

“We will continue to confront economic realities.” Recognizing the economic uncertainties during 2002, we
continued to emphasize tight cost control and to strengthen our balance sheet. Initiatives during the year
included the closure or sale of a number of sales outlets, the integration of our Atlanta development center
into our Westminster operation, and the start of component production in China. As a result of these and
other actions, operating earnings improved 143.9% during the year despite
a 1.8% decline in revenue. This cost discipline should serve us well when revenues recover. The upside
leverage that our lower cost structure provides should enable us to grow earnings faster than revenues.
We reduced debt to $138.5 million, down $52 million from the year before. This resulted in an
improvement in the debt-to-equity ratio (total liability/total equity) from 2.02 at December 28, 2001
to 1.19 at January 3, 2003. This not only reduces our interest load but also creates additional freedom
in pursuing potential opportunities.
“Mobile Solutions should begin to show the results of our investments.” We were not as successful in demonstrating financial progression in our Mobile Solutions segment as soon as we had anticipated. As a result, we
reduced costs in this segment at the beginning of the fourth quarter to bring costs and revenues into closer
alignment. However, during the second half of the year, we began to see meaningful growth in our key
metrics in this business. For example, the subscriber base, the ultimate determinant of success in a service
business, grew 113% in the second half of the year. In addition, the ratio of revenues coming from new,
service-related sales compared to legacy products increased significantly.
We established an important new alliance with McNeilus Companies Inc., the leading supplier of readymix trucks in the U.S. This relationship opens the ready-mix concrete fleet management market to us. In
addition, we introduced our GPRS-based product offering. This hardware platform, with the accompanying
service, provides us with a highly competitive tool in bringing cost-effective fleet management solutions to a
number of industries.
“Engineering & Construction should demonstrate the leader’s advantage by increasing market share and
penetrating under-served market segments.” Trimble is the leading provider of positioning systems for the
construction industry. Although construction had a difficult year in many parts of the world, Trimble
increased revenues in its Engineering and Construction segment and improved its market position. Our
strategy continues to be centered on the expectations that users will increasingly demand solutions that
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provide useful information and deliver greater productivity and that the industry will continue to consolidate
around fewer, more-capable competitors that can provide the complete information solution.
This segment ended the year strongly. The GPS survey instruments product line achieved record
quarterly sales in the fourth quarter. In addition, construction machine control sales were up over 20%
for the year. To accelerate the development of the construction machine control market, we established
a 50/50 joint venture with Caterpillar Inc. The joint venture will develop on-board, machine control
technology for the construction heavy equipment of the future. We are pleased with the strong market
demand for machine productivity and the early results from the joint venture.
“Field Solutions should reflect
improved profitability as new agriculMany of our product solutions are recessiontural products offset the agricultural
resistant because they offer significant productivity
recession.” We accomplished our
savings to professional users and enable users to
goal of increasing both revenues
and profits in our agricultural
reduce costs in tough times.
business. Agricultural revenues
for the year grew strongly over
2001 and profitability improved as a result. However, Geographic Information System (GIS) products encountered lower-than-anticipated revenues as a result of the slowdown in U.S. federal and
state governmental spending.
In agriculture, we sharpened our focus on the vehicle guidance and water management applications and
reduced our emphasis on the agricultural data management application. The Ag GPS® Autopilot steering
system performed well in the market and delivered a considerable year-over-year increase in revenues.
In our GIS business, we announced a major new product platform— the GeoExplorer® CE Series.
This platform is the introductory offering in a new class of GPS handhelds for the professional field
worker and is intended to pioneer a new concept called “Mobile GIS,” which will link data that is collected or used in the field with the back office. We are fortunate to partner with ESRI, the world’s leading supplier of GIS software, to jointly develop the Mobile GIS concept.
“Component Technologies should demonstrate progress towards providing usable GPS technology for the
wireless market.” From a depressed level of activity in the first half of the year, our components business
achieved all-time-high quarterly revenues in the fourth quarter. We released a new product, the Lassen™
SQ, a small, power-efficient, GPS module that is suitable for inclusion in medium-volume, wireless
devices. We also announced a number of new relationships with wireless-centered companies that will
enable us to participate in the marriage of GPS and portable wireless devices. In addition, we are benefiting by the development of wireless infrastructure around the world using our GPS-based timing products
to synchronize wireless networks.
“We should show progress towards operational excellence.” Trimble has always provided the marketplace
with compelling technology. During 2002 we continued to build the foundations for sustained,
long-term improvements in our operations. We began operations in our regional fulfillment centers in
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Ohio and the Netherlands. This represents the first phase of a program to improve delivery performance,
lower costs and make Trimble easier to work with. We also began manufacturing our high-volume components in China and have already experienced lower costs.
We continue to emphasize the smooth introduction of Trimble technology into the marketplace. Trimble’s
Product Development Program, rolled out across the entire company during 2002, ensures that each new
product is rigorously subjected to the discipline to improve time to market, consistency with market and
financial needs, manufacturability and product costs.

Other 2002 Observations
The first and second halves of the year were two different experiences for us. First-half revenues were
down almost 10% from the same period in the prior year, while second-half revenues were up about 7%.
Operating income in the second half, before the effects of intangible amortization, was the highest for any
six-month period in Trimble’s history. This provides us with significant momentum as we enter 2003.
Our investment in the Mobile Solutions segment is masking notable operational progress in the baseline represented by all the other businesses. Although these baseline businesses saw a revenue drop of less than 1% for
all of 2002, their operating profits, before restructuring costs and intangible amortization, grew by 29%.
Operating margins for these businesses grew to approximately 12% of sales, which represents a high point in
Trimble’s recent history. Progression in Mobile Solutions’ performance and a continued decline in interest cost
should enable us to reflect this underlying operational improvement in our reported earnings per share.

Looking Ahead
Our goals remain consistent. Our key success criteria in 2003 include the following elements, many
of which are a continuation of the themes in 2002:
• Grow revenues in spite of the environment.
We continue to anticipate uncertainty in both the general economic outlook and the international
environment. This uncertainty disrupts normal purchasing behavior within our customer group and makes
accurate forecasting difficult. Nonetheless, we believe 2003 will continue the trend of progression. Many of
our product solutions are recession-resistant because they offer significant productivity savings to professional
users and enable users to reduce costs in tough times. We also believe unexplored market segments remain
available to us. We are confident in our competitive position and expect it to provide us with a platform
for further growth.
• Manage the Mobile Solutions business to demonstrate improved financial results.
We saw early signs of market success in this business in late 2002. In 2003, we need to translate this early
momentum into both strong market position and convincing financial progression, leading to profitability
and increased shareholder value.
• Extend our presence in emerging markets—both new geographies and new market categories.
We expect to provide new product solutions to our existing users and extend the use of our existing
products to new user groups. In 2002, we extended our geographical reach by establishing operations
in Korea and increasing our presence in China. In 2003, we expect to bring our technology to other
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Fiscal Year Ended

2002

2001

2000

$ 466,602
$ 46,025

$ 475,292
$ 41,038

$369,798
$ 49,196

$ 10,324

$ (23,492)

$ 14,185

$

$

$

(in thousands except per-share amounts)

Operating Data:
Net revenue
EBITDA
Net income (loss)
from continuing operations
Diluted net income (loss) per share
from continuing operations
Balance Sheet Data:
Cash, cash equivalents,
and short-term investments
Working capital
Total assets
Non-current portion of long-term debt
and other non-current liabilities
Shareholders’ equity
Adjusted Operating Data: (1)
Adjusted net income
from continuing operations
Adjusted net income per share
from continuing operations
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$ 19,304
$ 419,395

$ 40,876
$(10,439)
$ 488,628

$ 114,051
$ 201,351

$ 131,759
$ 138,489

$143,553
$ 134,943

$ 21,011

$

9,475

$ 31,135

$

$

0.38

0.72

49.2

369.8

00

(0.95)
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.40

0
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$

1.20

1.20
0.72
0.38

00
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Adjusted EPS (1)

In millions except for earnings per share
(1)

Adjusted Operating Data represent net income (loss) from continuing operations excluding infrequent and aquisition-related charges.

This document may contain forward-looking statements based on current expectations that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. Other potential
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially are included in the SEC filings, such as Form 10-K and Form 10-Q and Form 8-K,
for Trimble.

emerging markets. We also expect to
create extended product categories,
particulary those that leverage
the convergence of positioning, information, and wireless communication.

Trimble is the leading provider of positioning
systems for the construction industry. Although
construction had a difficult year in many parts
of the world, Trimble increased revenues in its
Engineering and Construction segment and
improved its market position.

• Continue to improve operational
performance and add value for our
customers.
We expect to demonstrate
advances in product quality, delivery
performance, and support. These
changes will directly benefit our
customers and enable their success. The multiphase programs that we have instituted will continue.

• Build our organizational capabilities.
Ultimate success for Trimble and its shareholders depends upon the ability of Trimble employees
to establish and execute strong strategies while dealing with changing circumstances. We instituted
important organizational changes over the last few years and have significantly “deepened our bench.”
The management task will be to develop this organizational raw material to achieve our aggressive
agenda of the next few years.
Trimble progressed in spite of the environmental challenges in 2002. Once again, Trimble employees
responded with commitment to our goals, intelligence and a desire to succeed. I thank them all.

Steven W. Berglund
President and Chief Executive Officer
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IMPROVING CUSTOMERS’ POSITIONS
In 2002, customers around the world improved their businesses with Trimble solutions. From control
systems for huge construction earth-moving machines to tiny GPS receivers for in-car navigation systems,
Trimble products and services are improving the ways people work.

AUSTRALIA’S PORT OF BRISBANE MOTORWAY
Phase One of Australia’s $100+ million Port of Brisbane Motorway
construction project is well ahead of schedule. Trimble is there.
For this major project, Leighton Contractors, Australia’s largest civil
contractor, is using Trimble GPS and robotic surveying equipment as well
as Trimble SiteVision® and BladePro® 3D machine control systems for
earth moving operations such as bulk earthworks, laying road base and,
for the first time, excavation. Both machine control systems can provide
final grades or excavation cuts accurate to within a few millimeters,
without the time and expense of setting stakes and string lines.
Through detailed analysis, Leighton has determined that Trimble’s 3D solutions are far more productive
than conventional earth-moving control systems. This enhanced productivity contributes significantly to
Leighton’s ahead-of-schedule performance and to their bottom line. That’s why the company has chosen
Trimble systems for a number of other projects throughout Australia.

"THE BEST INVESTMENT EVER" FOR HALE FARMS
Hale Farms now works thousands of acres of potatoes with half as
many tractors as before and gets better results. Trimble is there.
A diversified farming operation in Hermiston, Oregon, Hale Farms works
30,000 acres, producing 250 million pounds of potatoes and 175 million pounds
of onions, as well as other crops. Before using Trimble, they used
row markers to help planter tractors drive straight lines.
During 2002, Hale Farms installed Trimble’s AgGPS® Autopilot system on
two of their Caterpillar tractors. The Autopilot system automatically steers the
tractor in straight, parallel swaths, accurate to within 3 centimeters. The Autopilot-controlled tractors were
used to simultaneously form rows and plant and fertilize potato crops and to do "blind" cultivating around
the growing but not emerged plants.
Hale Farms is realizing increased operational efficiency, higher yield and a projected one-year cost recovery.
"We’ve tried a lot of high-tech innovations over the years," says Hale Farms Vice President Craig Reeder.
"This is the first one where we’re able to stand at the edge of the field and realize we‘re using about half
as many tractors as before—and doing a better job."
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OEM IN-VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Siemens VDO navigation systems are in some of the world’s
most prestigious automobiles, including BMW, Peugeot, Renault,
Land Rover, VW and Ford Europe. Trimble is there.
Trimble has been the GPS supplier for Siemens VDO Automotive
AG since 1992. Siemens VDO uses Trimble GPS receivers in its
in-vehicle navigation systems for luxury automobiles as well as its s
ystems for mass market and aftermarket distribution.
Four generations of Trimble GPS receiver boards have been the
backbone products of this relationship. For next-generation models,
Siemens VDO and Trimble are working to increase the value of the positioning modules by integrating
dead-reckoning capability for improved accuracy and reliability under all driving conditions, such as
inside tunnels, parking garages, and dense urban areas.
As one of the world’s largest, most respected automotive suppliers, Siemens VDO is known for its
stringent quality standards. Trimble’s record of product quality was instrumental in our 2002 receipt of
the "Supplier of the Year" award from Siemens VDO, honoring Trimble’s high level of service, logistics,
quality and innovative products at competitive prices.

QUECREEK MINE RESCUE
For three days in July, the world watched while nine
Pennsylvania coal miners were rescued from a partially flooded
chamber nearly 75 meters underground. Trimble was there.
In most applications, Trimble equipment saves time for the
customer. In this case, it helped save lives.
Bob Long, an engineer technician for Civil Mining Environmental
Engineering Inc. in Somerset, PA, got the late-night call. He and his
GPS surveying gear were needed to determine where to drill an
exploratory hole to locate nine miners trapped in the Quecreek Mine.
Using existing mine maps, Long and a team of mine rescue experts determined the most likely part
of the mine to which the men might have retreated to escape the rising waters. He then used his Trimble
GPS RTK surveying system to locate the point on the surface directly over the estimated location. The
position had to be exact. And it was. After roughly two hours of drilling, they broke into the tunnel, and
heard the miners pounding on the drill bit with their hammers to signal they were there—and alive.
According to Long, it was the sweetest sound he had ever heard.
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IMPROVING TRIMBLE’S POSITION
2002 also brought positive developments in Trimble’s competitive position. We introduced significant
new products, formed key alliances, and made major improvements in our internal operations that will
help Trimble to become more efficient and an easier company with which to do business.

ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
The Trimble Toolbox™ of Integrated Surveying
solutions was expanded with the introduction of
the all-new 5800 RTK Rover and a new 5600
Total Station, providing advanced surveying capabilities in both the GPS and the optical robotic
environments. In addition, a new ACU control unit
mounts on each of the new systems as well as the
5600 robotic rover and the 3600 series of mechanical total stations to provide cable-free convenience
and greater operating productivity for any survey job.
Trimble’s line of Spectra Precision Laser™ brand
instruments has been expanded to provide industryleading capability for virtually any measurement
task on the construction site. Trimble’s grade laser
transmitters and receivers are used both for traditional grading work and in automatic machinecontrol earth-moving applications. A new line of
small, handheld laser tools, more accurate and easier
to use than plumb bobs and string lines, help the
individual tradesman and even do-it-yourselfers
install fixtures, align walls, and level foundations.

FIELD SOLUTIONS
The new handheld GeoExplorer CE Series
integrates GPS technology, powerful GIS software,
and a Windows CE operating system to set a new
standard for field mapping and mobile GIS applications. As one result of the Trimble/ESRI alliance,
ESRI will resell the GeoExplorer CE Series loaded
with its industry-leading ArcPad mobile GIS software. This arrangement leverages ESRI’s distribution network to make the GeoExplorer CE Series
readily available throughout the GIS marketplace.
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MOBILE SOLUTIONS
Trimble’s alliance with McNeilus Companies,
Inc., has accelerated the entry of our Telvisant™
Fleet Management System into the ready-mix
concrete market. McNeilus has the largest direct
sales and service network for ready mix trucks in
North America. McNeilus offers the truck-mounted
hardware components as a factory-installed option
on its new trucks as well as to the aftermarket.
Trimble’s Telvisant subscription service includes
vehicle location and tracking, as well as messaging
and reporting for a monthly fee per vehicle.

COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES
The new Lassen SQ module combines powerful GPS performance with ultra-low power usage
and small, postage-stamp size. Based on Trimble’s
FirstGPS® technology, it is targeted at OEMs for
designing into new battery-powered portable
devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs),
cell phones, digital cameras, in-car security and
tracking systems, and other uses that benefit from
an integrated GPS positioning capability.

SERVING OUR CUSTOMERS BETTER
The links between Trimble’s suppliers, manufacturing points, dealers and customers are now
simpler and shorter. Two regional fulfillment centers—one in Eersel, Netherlands, and one in
Dayton, Ohio —opened in 2002. Coupled with a new order entry system, these centers will
enable our customers to place orders more easily and receive their products faster. Each center
is accountable for predictable order fulfillment of all products to customers and sales locations
within its region. This lowers our total costs by reducing aggregate inventory levels and stocking
locations as well as leveraging freight and logistics costs.
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TRIMBLE PEOPLE MAKE IT POSSIBLE
Trimble’s more than 2,000 employees worldwide generate the ideas for the technical innovations
that keep Trimble ahead of the competition. Our people provide the international perspective that
helps us open and expand new markets and they deliver the drive and teamwork that make things
happen. Here are just a few examples from across the company during 2002.

GEOEXPLORER CE DEVELOPMENT TEAM
The GeoExplorer CE Series, introduced in May, is the first product in the world to combine powerful
sub-meter GPS accuracy with the Windows CE operating system in a rugged handheld device. This new
product was quickly developed from start to launch by Trimble engineers and marketing employees in
New Zealand, California, and Colorado. Its successful development and introduction in a short time frame
resulted from the teamwork and collaborative efforts of the Trimble people in each location.

California

New Zealand

THE CATERPILLAR/TRIMBLE TEAM
Launching a joint venture with another company
requires a new level of teamwork. People from both
Trimble and Caterpillar worked together in 2002 to
launch Caterpillar Trimble Control Technologies
LLC (CTCT). Today the CTCT staff is working at
several locations to blend the expertise and technologies of each company. Their mission is to develop
advanced guidance and control products for earthmoving machines in the construction, mining and
waste industries. Caterpillar will offer the products
as an integrated, factory-installed option on its new
machines. Trimble will continue to address the aftermarket through its global dealer channel.

Ohio
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ACU DEVELOPMENT TEAM
The Attachable Control Unit (ACU) is a prime example of Trimble’s international scope and
the "let’s get it done" cooperative mindset of our product development teams around the world.
The ACU enables surveyors to enhance their productivity and improve workflow. The unit can fully
control the operation of Trimble’s 3600, 5600, and 5800 surveying instruments. It provides a color,
graphical, touch-screen display with a Windows CE operating system and uses Bluetooth wireless
technology for communications.
The ACU was defined by Trimble marketing personnel in Colorado and developed and tested by
engineers in Sweden, Oregon, and New Zealand. It is a major addition to Trimble’s industry-leading
surveying product line.

Oregon

Sweden

Colorado

New Zealand
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TECHNICAL AWARD WINNERS
Trimble selects a Technical Award recipient each
quarter based on an outstanding technical achievement that benefits Trimble in any of a variety of
ways. There were six award recipients in 2002
(including two sets of co-winners), who work in four
different Trimble locations. Their achievements
included: (1) inventing an automatic setup and calibration process for our rotating lasers that makes
them much more user friendly; (2) greatly increasing
the achievable distance between the RTK base station
and rover receivers, keeping Trimble well ahead of the
competition in real-time kinematic technology; (3)
solving a serious pilot run and production problem
by replacing an unworkable purchased flash driver
with a reliable internal design; and (4) enhancing the
signal-tracking performance of a Trimble chipset to
meet a major customer’s critical requirements without
lengthy and costly redesign.

California

Ohio

New Zealand

Australia

TRIMBLE TIMING IN ASIA
Trimble timing products are used by wireless service providers in many parts of the world. This is now true
in Asia as well, thanks to the efforts of a team of Trimble people who saw an opportunity and grabbed it.
Responding to a time-critical requirement of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., a global leader in semiconductor,
telecommunication, and digital convergence technology, the Trimble timing team designed, fabricated, and delivered
a custom CDMA clock in record time for evaluation. The result: Samsung selected Trimble as its primary supplier
for GPS time and frequency receivers for its next-generation CDMA base stations that will be used in KDDI
Corporation’s mobile network in Japan. KDDI is a leading Japanese mobile carrier.

California
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